The following theorem is proved.
Introduction.
Let G be an arbitrary group written additively, and let A, B, and C be finite nonempty subsets of G. A+B, the Schnirelmann sum of A and B, denotes the set of sums of the form a + b where ae A and b e B. A set B in G is said to be commutative, if b2+bx=bx+b2 for bx, b2eB. Also, \A\ denotes the cardinal number of elements in A. Finally, for a set B the notation (B) denotes the group generated by B. We follow the notation and terminology in Mann [3] and Kemperman [1] and [2] .
In §2 we prove that Kneser's theorem (cf. Theorem 1.5 in [3] ) holds in an arbitrary group provided that one of the component sets is commutative. We prove Theorem 1. Let G be an arbitrary group and let A, B denote finite nonempty subsets of G. Assume that B is commutative. Then there exists an Abelian subgroup H of G such that (1) A+B+H = A + H + B = A+B;
(2) \A +B\ ^ \A + H\ + \B+ H\ -\H\.
Theorem 1 is Kneser's theorem, if G is Abelian. In §3 we give an application of Theorem 1, and in §4 we discuss the conjecture that Theorem 1 is true, if the commutativity of £ is omitted.
We now introduce the Dyson e-transform (cf. pp. 5-6 in [3] ) and show that its main properties hold, if £ is commutative. Definition 1.1. Let G be a group with finite nonempty subsets A and B. Assume that B is commutative and 0 e B. Fix e e A and define the sets (3) A' = A U (e + B), Proof. Part (a) of the lemma clearly holds. For (c), it suffices to prove that x e A'\A iff -e+xeB\B'. If xeA'\A, then for some b e B, we have x-e+b; hence -e+x=b and b$B', otherwise for some a e A we would have -e+x=-e+a, thus x = a, a contradiction. So, xeA'\A implies that -e+x e £\£'. Conversely, if -e+x e £\£', then for some b e B we have -e+x = b, so x=e+b and x $ A, otherwise for some a e A we would have x = a=e+b, hence -e + xeB', a contradiction. Thus we have proved x e A'\A iff -e+x e B\B', so |/1'\/4| = |ß\£'| which proves (c).
For (b), if x e A, then x+B' cA+B. So we may assume that x e A'\A, hence x=e+b for some b e B. Now x+B' = e+b + B', but b and £' commute because £'ç£, so x+B' = (e+B') + b. However, B'ç-e+A, so e+B'^A. Consequently, x + B=(e+B')+bçA + b^A+B which proves (b). This completes the proof of the lemma. Since the Dyson e-transform holds, if £ is commutative, we proceed in a straightforward way (with some minor modifications) following Mann's proof (cf. pp. 6-9 in [3] ). Further, we introduce some additional notation. For a set A in G, Ä denotes the complement of A in G, i.e. Ä=G\A ; and for a subgroup H of G, N(H) denotes the normalizer of H in G, i.e. N(H) = {x e G\x+H=H+x).
2. The lemmas and proof of Theorem 1. Lemmas 2.0, 2.1, and 2.2 below are analogous to Lemmas 1.5.1, 1.5.2, and 1.5.3 respectively in Mann [3] . The main point is that the properties of the Dyson e-transform hold, if B is commutative. Hence, by repeatedly applying the e-transform, we can "essentially" reduce the problem to the case when A+B=A.
The choice of H-(B) then clearly satisfies (1) and (2) in the theorem. (2) \C\ n Cd fe \Ht\ -\HX n //2|.
Proof. We first observe that Hx + H2 is a group with finite normal subgroups //,, //2 and HX + H2 = H2 + HX. This follows from (c) in the lemma. Put hx = \Hx\ and h2 = \H2\. Let H* = HX + H2 and H=HxnH2 and put « = |//|. Since H*IH2^HX¡H and H*¡HX^H2¡H, we have m2h=hx and mxh=h2 where m2 = \H*¡H2\ and mx = \H*¡Hx\. The relations (1) and (2) Without loss of generality we may assume that m2^.mx. Let e e C2C\CX and form the //*-coset R = e + H*. R is a union of z«, disjoint //rcosets as well as a union of m2 //2-cosets. Conditions (a) and (b) in the lemma imply that C, is a union of //,-cosets and C2 is a union of //2-cosets. Assume that CjH/î consists of vx disjoint //,-cosets and C2r>R consists of v2 disjoint //2-cosets. Then Cxr\R consists of mx -vx disjoint //,-cosets and C2CiR consists of m2-v2 disjoint //2-cosets. However, one readily verifies using (c) in the lemma that the intersection of an //i-coset and an //2-coset in R is exactly an //-coset. Thus (CxdR)ri (C2r¡R) is a union of (mx -vx)v2 disjoint //-cosets and (C2r\R)n(Cxr^R) is a union of (m2 -v2)vx disjoint //-cosets. This yields (5) Id nC2 r\R\ = (mx -vx)v2h;
The inequality in (6) is justified by choice of e.
From (3), (4), (5), and (6) it suffices to prove either
From (6) we have i>1=l and w2 = i'2+l. Now we must have v2^.l, for if t>2=0 then (8) holds because matrix.
Also, we must have Wjgri'j+l, for if mx = i\ then again (8) holds. Consequently from the above we have (9) vx > 1, i>2 _ 1, Wi _ i>! + 1, and m2 = v2 + 1.
If we deny (7) and (8) and add, we get using (9) 2vjV2 -2 > mxv2 + m2Vx -mt -m2 = mx(v2 -1) + m2(vx -1)
which is a contradiction. This proves the lemma. 3. An application of Theorem 1. Examples of commutative sets B in a group G are subsets of the cyclic group (d) where deG and czVO. In particular sets in the form {0, d, ■ ■ ■ , sd}, i.e. arithmetic progressions with first term 0, are commutative sets.
As an easy application of Theorem 1, we now prove This completes the proof of the lemma. Using the Kemperman J-transform, we now prove a lemma equivalent to Theorem 4 in the case that G is a group. Lemma 4.3. Let G be a group with finite nonempty subsets A and B. Let c0 be a fixed element of A+B where c0=a0+b0, a0e A, and b0 e B. 
